Limited clonality in autoimmunity: drivers and regulators.
The available T cell repertoire directed against self is appreciable owing to the escape of many clones from negative selection, largely because many determinants on self proteins are cryptic and not presented adequately. In addition, the degeneracy of T cell receptor specificity permits each lymphocyte a broad recognitive potential. Within the available self-reactive repertoire are T cells with high affinity, and these can compete favorably with other T cells with the same specificity. We have studied a "driver clone" and its two specific regulators in the B10.PL model of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis and found that each of these repertoires is highly limited. There is a single major clonal family comprising the aggressive driver population, which is public and of high affinity, and just one other minor public clonotype. The receptors of this Vbeta8.2/Jbeta2.7 driver are presented to a CD4 regulator and a CD8 suppressor, each of limited clonality, the latter killing the driver clone by apoptosis, completing a feedback control loop. This tightly regulated group of three cell types furnishes an excellent example of the immune homunculus.